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WHAT HAPPENED IN CRYPTO LAST WEEK

Cryptocurrency prices rose for a second week in a row
last week, as was the case for all major financial markets
with the S&P 500 again making all-time highs. While the
price of Bitcoin dipped early in the week, it recovered midweek onwards, accelerating and once again topping
US$60,000 over the weekend, which is where it
remains currently. The price of Ether performed similarly,
currently trading at approximately US$2,100.
Major

news

headlines

focused

on

increased

cryptocurrency adoption and M&A and financing activity
in the sector. NFTs also remained a large focus. Total
cryptocurrency

market

capitalization

is

now

over

US$2.1T, with Bitcoin comprising more than half of that
value at US$1.1T.

ALTCOIN HEADLINES

Ripple SEC Lawsuit Update

NFT Roundup

Grayscale Continues to Expand

Since December, Ripple Labs has been

Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) continued to

Grayscale Investments, continued to add

fighting a US$1.3B case brought against

make headlines last week. Here’s your

new coins to its product offering. After

it by the SEC, which accuses the digital

roundup:

adding a Filecoin trust the prior week, last

payments

company

of

offering

an

unregistered security in the form of its
native XRP token.




Luxury art auction house Sotheby’s

week Grayscale added Chainlink (LINK) to its

is hosting its first-ever NFT sale;

Digital Large Cap Fund, joining Bitcoin, Ether,

McDonald’s France teased a series

Bitcoin Cash and Litecoin.

of NFTs representing iconic menu
items such as the Big Mac;

Last week Ripple won a discovery



Saturday Night Live turned its skit

motion, forcing the SEC to hand over

about NFTs into a NFT and sold it

documents related to its internal thinking

for US$365,000;

on crypto assets, including Bitcoin, Ether



and XRP. The price of XRP rose
materially on the news, up over 110% on
the week.



Trade More Alts Today

Playboy announced it will release

Interested in trading altcoins not offered

NFT collectibles; and

on Bitvo? Fund your Bitvo account,

Tom Brady is launching a NFT

purchase BTC or ETH and then transfer

platform called Autograph.

it to a platform offering the desired token.

NEWSWORTHY BITS

JPMorgan Remains Bullish

Pay Me in Bitcoin

Crypto M&A and IPOs
As mentioned above, M&A and public

The

Bitcoin price target to US$130,000,

markets activity in the cryptocurrency

announced they will offer Bitcoin salary

citing decreasing volatility as a positive

sector continues to heat up. Last week

options to all payers and staff. This will

for institutional interest in the asset.

NASDAQ-listed Bitcoin mining firm Riot

make the Kings the first major sports

Blockchain announced it is looking to

franchise to offer a Bitcoin salary

Specifically, “These tentative signs of

acquire Bitcoin mining hosting facility

option to its employees, though it is

Bitcoin volatility normalization are

Whinstone for US$651M.

unclear how the Kings will facilitate the

Investment bank JPMorgan revised its

NBA’s

Sacramento

Kings

payments in Bitcoin.

encouraging,” JPMorgan strategists
wrote in report emailed Thursday. “In

Additionally, on the go-public front, the

our opinion, a potential normalization of

largest U.S. cryptocurrency exchange,

Last season, NFL offensive lineman

Bitcoin volatility from here would likely

Coinbase, is set to go public on the

Russell Okung opted to have half of his

help to reinvigorate the institutional

NASDAQ this week by way of direct

salary paid in Bitcoin, though it was

interest going forward.”

listing. Following which, Kraken’s CEO

through a third-party cryptocurrency

announced it is considering the same

payments firm and not via the NFL

path in 2022.

directly.

MicroStrategy Buys More

More Bits

We Want to Hear from You!

On April 5th, NASDAQ-listed

Tom Jessop, head of Fidelity Digital

Have a question? Want to make a

MicroStrategy acquired an additional

Assets, said that Bitcoin adoption has

suggestion to improve your trading

253 Bitcoins at an average price of

reached a "tipping point" thanks to an

experience?

US$59,339 for a total US$15M

environment of "unprecedented

purchase price.

monetary and fiscal stimulus."

We’re here to help 24/7. Get in touch
today:

MicroStrategy now holds 91,579

Data from Glassnode demonstrates

Bitcoins at a total purchase price of

that Bitcoin miners are accumulating

US$2.23B (an average price of

coins as direct transfers from miners to

US$24,311 per Bitcoin), which it began

exchanges have declined nearly 40%

accumulating in August 2020 for the

since mid-March.

purpose of holding as corporate “cash”
reserves on its balance sheet.

California real estate firm Caruso
properties will now accept Bitcoin for
rent on all its properties.
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BITVO’S CRYPTO TECHNICAL ANALYSIS SCORE

For more technical analysis
scores and indicators, sign
in to your Bitvo account at
www.bitvo.com
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The information contained in this report has been compiled by Bitvo Inc. (“Bitvo”) from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Bitvo, its affiliates or any other person as
to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. All opinions and estimates contained in this report constitute Bitvo’s judgement as of the date of this report, are subject to change without notice and are provided in good faith but
without legal responsibility. Nothing in this report constitutes legal, accounting or tax advice or individually tailored investment advice. This material is prepared for general circulation to clients and has been prepared without
regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. The Bull and Bear symbols represent relatively favourable or unfavourable technical indicators, respectively, and the presence or absence
of these symbols and any language pertaining to these symbols does not represent any advice, representation or guidance from Bitvo as to whether you should buy, sell or hold any cryptocurrency. The cryptocurrencies or
services contained in this report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent advisor if you are in doubt about the suitability of such cryptocurrencies or services. This report is not an offer
to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. The cryptocurrency market is volatile
and rapidly changing and, as a result, the latest published reports available to clients may not reflect recent material changes. Bitvo reports are current only as of the date set forth on the reports. This report is not, and under no
circumstances should be construed as, a solicitation to act as securities broker or dealer in any jurisdiction by any person or company that is not legally permitted to carry on the business of a securities broker or dealer in that
jurisdiction. To the full extent permitted by law neither Bitvo nor any of its affiliates, nor any other person, accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this report or the information
contained herein. No matter contained in this document may be reproduced or copied by any means without the prior consent of Bitvo. The technical analysis score, technical indicators and other data and information contained
on the above technical analysis have been compiled and prepared by Bitvo from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Bitvo, its affiliates or any other person as to
their accuracy, completeness or correctness. This information is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. To the full extent permitted by law, neither Bitvo nor any of its affiliates, nor any other person,
accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages arising from any use of this technical analysis or the information contained herein.

